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Howdy, my name is Kevin Gonzalez.. I’m an Interdisciplinary Studies major here at SUU. I’m
currently running to be your Exploratory Senator. I have been to four different universities
and have experienced that all of them have something different to bring to the table, assets
that would serve SUU well. Let’s explore what some of those are:
1. Compact bookcases: this would open up the library for either more books or more space
for studying and having that extra buffer for the increased traffic during finals season.
2. College Student Fuel: places like soda nerd/starbucks, which provide students with a
quick boost in their day can improve the quality with increased funding and or options.
Easy meals such as sandwiches or bowls of cereal (bagels and smoothies work too) will
increase traffic and give people who spend a lot of time on campus an alternative to
having to drive home for a real meal or an unhealthy alternative.
3. A place to call home: The dilemma of homelessness and how the world treats them is
one that we should be on the right side of. There has been documented mistreatment of
the homeless population in Salt Lake City. SUU and it’s student body could be a better
example to follow by providing sanctuary to any students who may be experiencing
homelessness or who may just be in need of a warm place to stay during Cedar City’s
unpredictable winters.
I understand that these ideas might be ambitious, but I also believe that they are worth
fighting for. I believe you are worth fighting for. Any idea, big or small, is worth a shot if it
means giving us a little extra drop of happiness in our days. As your Exploratory Senator I will
fight for your ideas!

